
Cooking with Children



.

Cooking with children is both an enjoyable
activity in its own right and an effective way 

of
encouraging all children to try and eat a 

wide
range of foods



Recipes which involve mixing, combining and

assembling activities such as dips, scones,

muffins, layered fruit and yoghurt pots work

well with young children.



Choose soft fruit and vegetables (such as

bananas, strawberries, melon, cucumber,

mushrooms) and other ingredients. Cut them

into sizes which are easy for small hands

to hold.



Plan carefully and make sure you have 
everything you need before you start.



Make your cooking sessions as safe as possible 
by having clear surfaces and removing hazards.

Keep yourselves, your cooking area and your 
equipment as clean as possible.



Check the recipe carefully and make a list of 
everything you need, including equipment.
Avoid going into cupboards or leaving the 

room once you have started.



Before you start ……



Food safety and hygiene

• Wash hands properly, keep them clean

• Cook food thoroughly to 75 degrees

• Chill food properly, keep at below 5 degrees

• Cover food to prevent contamination

• Avoid cross-contamination -
wash hands and use different
utensils



Basic Kitchen skills and techniques

Pouring- knowing what 
they are pouring, a little or 
a lot- using different 
measuring language.

Stirring and combining- this can be 
done for dinner prep or in activities, 
using different methods such as 
hands, spoon, and forks.

Spreading- their own 
snack, crackers are tricky 
you could do this with 
pitta/bread to start with 
then go on to crackers 
and rice crackers.



Cracking an egg—part of cooking or 
activities. Gently cracking the egg, 
separating the yolk and white.

Washing up- this is easier 
to teach using a sponge.

Rolling-this  can be done 
with playdough teaching 
the children to roll, 
using two hands on the 
rolling pin.



Whisking – this can be done 
for dinner prep or in activities 

such as making cakes.

Cutting with a knife- using a knife, 
developing cutting and slicing 
techniques.

Snipping- using scissors 
correctly, in messy play 
with cooked spaghetti. 
Making dips for snack 
cutting chives.



How to chop anything

“If it rocks its wrong!” 



Enjoy cooking and preparing tasty food 

together.



Ask about our cookery take home bags 

• Please share your cookery photos and recipes 
you have enjoyed making together .




